Conserved draw leaf refectory table

Restored French provincial
marquetry dining suite

Dining To Meet You

W

orld Furniture: An Illustrated
History edited by Helena Hayward
in 1965 is a comprehensive
illustrated history of furniture, and is good
starting point to follow the history of dining
tables and sideboards. The majority of tables in
the Middle Ages were trestle tables which could
be dismantled and stowed away after the meal.
By the end of Elizabeth I’s reign the dining
parlour was popular which had the table at the
centre of the room necessitating development
of chairs with backs. The benches and stools
which were comfortable enough to allow
diners to lean back on the walls as they ate in
great halls were no longer appropriate. The
dining parlour was inspired by the draw table
(first referenced in the Duke of Somerset’s
inventory of 1522) which could be extended
to double its length by pulling out two leaves
from under the top. They had enormous bulbs
on the legs. Dormant or fixed tables
sometimes had rectangular frames.

Conserved refectory table

Furniture makers of Tudor times made
shelves or boards known as the early ‘cup
boards’ to display drinking vessels and plates.
The prestige piece of Elizabeth I’s era was an
open three-tiered side table. The upper and
central friezes often had drawers. These open
shelves soon evolved into what we now call
cupboards. The type known as a credence had
an open section below and a large single door
compartment in the top section. Sometimes
these were used as a sideboard from which a
lord’s food and drink would be first tasted by a
loyal servant as a precaution against poisoning.
The 17th century saw Boulle’s Louis XIV
furniture with brass and tortoise shell
marquetary and often stone, metal (silver
brass and pewter) and animal products (horn,
ivory, tortoiseshell and mother-of-pearl) were
inlaid into the main material wood. This
extravagant and elegant technique had one
disadvantage: unfortunately each component
reacted differently to varying temperature and

humidity conditions. In turn this led to
veneers constantly lifting from the carcass
which itself was also subject to warping and
distortion. To counteract this fragility Boulle
fixed classical gilt-bronze mounts to the more
exposed parts of his furniture, resulting in
aesthetics which eclipsed the original practical
function (Robert Klein, Editor, Encyclopedia
of Antiques, London 1976).
England’s distinguished furniture designer
Robert Adam developed the dining room
sideboard as an elaborate group consisting of
a long serving table flanked either side by
urns on pedestals with a wine cooler
underneath. One pedestal cupboard contained
a wine cellaret while the other pedestal was
lined with metal and included a spirit lamp for
heating the rack of plates. Adam thought such
a rich composition was appropriate to the
splendour of the dining rooms of great houses
where he asserted political decisions were
made at the table over a bottle of wine.
The sideboard, combining pedestal
cupboards and table drawer into one piece was
developed by Heppelwhite in about 1788
and it was so successful that it was made
in all sizes right down to suit the most modest
of homes.
The Victorian dining room was the focal
point of family entertainment and the meals
were long with many courses (Bea Howe,
Antiques from the Victorian Home, Batsford
1973). Chairs had to be comfortable and
solid to enable conversations to continue into
the night. The mahogany sideboard

Conserved ebonised side cabinet featuring Florentine stone inlay and
ormolu mounts

Conserved sideboard
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One of a pair of conserved painted cabinets

Conserved twin pedestals
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Conserved mahogany dining suite

Restored cedar chiffonier

dominated the whole room by its size and
elaborate ornamentation. Sometimes pairs of
chiffoniers with a matching bookcase were
placed against one wall. Dead centre stood
the mahogany dinner table which could be
extended to twice or more its length by
adding leaves. Elegant round or oval Loo
tables, a name derived from a popular
eighteenth century card game, are often
used in today’s smaller dining rooms.
At our workshop we make, restore and
conserve all manner of dining room furniture
including sideboards, chiffoniers, credenzas,
side cabinets, china cabinets, dumb waiters,
tables and chairs.
It is not unusual to be presented with a
sideboard to restore, which no longer has its
mirrored overmantel. If the client recollects
how it used to be, we rebuild it that way, or
do research to ensure originality.
Diminishing numbers of masters of the old
crafts can make restoraton challenging. Very
few competent glaziers exist who can do
resilvering or manufacture curved and
beveled glass. Missing handles need to be
replaced by making casts of the originals.
Very old pieces of furniture often had a
maker’s stamp which of course we carefully
conserved for future reference.
To maintain usefulness of antique
sideboards, we can refelt and partition
cutlery drawers, and ensure the drawers run
freely once more. Antique tables are made
more user friendly by increasing the table top
height from 28 inches to 31 inches. People

are taller today, thanks to better nutrition. If
the table is original, valuable and well liked,
it makes sense to adjust the height. This is
done by adding a section to the legs in
keeping with the original style, or by placing
the table legs upon custom polished timber
castor cups.
Extension tables, drop leaf tables, gate leg
tables and draw leaf tables are all designs
which enable the table size to alter to suit the
number of guests attending the dinner. The
continued use of the extension mechanisms
can cause wear which without regular
maintenance can lead to further damage.
Wherever possible we keep the antique table
as original as possible and only replace that
which is absolutely necessary. Alternative
methods we employ include regrooving and
building up worn sections rather than
replacing. Refelting of sections that touch,
cleaning and greasing winder mechanisms
and paraffin waxing surfaces which move
against each other all will minimize wear and
enable free motion.
Veneers, marquetary and inlay materials
are prone to lifting in our climate where the
timber and other materials all expand and
contract to different degrees. This damage is
exacerbated if the table is subject to heating
and cooling with varying degrees of
humidity, such as happens in most houses
with air conditioning. Maintenance and
prompt repairs of furniture are essential
just as in the ‘stitch in time’ philosophy
for textiles.

Custom designed Jacobean oak table

Reproduction chairs which demonstrate the success attainable when combining classic, contemporary and
antique styles

Frequently we see a dining table and chairs
that do not have a matching sideboard. This is
often the result of one sibling inheriting the
dining table and chairs whilst the other
inherited the sideboard. We make custom
furniture to match the surviving originals so
closely that the result appears to be the entire
original suite.
Clients can become exhausted from
searching for the right piece to go with their
current collection of dining room furniture and

12. Conserved long serving table which would have had urns on pedestals (pictured to the left) placed at each
end

still not find the correct style or dimension.
Therefore we make custom pieces of
furniture with the primary goal to give
the client an item that appears part of the
original suite ■
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